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“How old’s she now?”
“About two months,” Claire replied, carefully

handing the baby over to her seated brother.
“Careful to support her head, now.”

“I know. I do work with children.”
“Ah, but aren’t they teenagers? Counselling and holding

a baby are very different skills.” Claire said this with a laugh
and Mark knew not to take her seriously. When the baby
was handed down, he drew her into his arms. She was asleep
and Mark rocked her gently to-and-fro. He smiled down at
her before looking back up at his sister and asking, “How
much more time do you get off work?”

“Oh, a good while.” Now that her hands were free, Claire
used them to draw back her hair, tying it loosely. “I’m gonna
fix myself some coffee, would you like some?”

Better Days Begin FromHere

Raven McGovern
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“Tea for me, please.”
Claire nodded and walked out of the room. Mark re‐

mained seated at the dining room table, his gaze once more
landing on the baby. “You’re a cutie, aren’t you?” Using his
thumb, he gently stroked her temple. Mark could hear
Claire in the kitchen, various noises and chinks as she must
have been pulling out some mugs. Mark was just straining
to hear the kettle put on to boil when his ears picked up light
footsteps coming down the stairs. Mark’s eyes drifted over
to the doorway, just as his nephew, Thomas, walked into
the room. He was in his pyjamas looking rather messy,
dressing gown falling off his shoulders and face displaying a
worn expression to match.

“Just out of bed?” Mark asked with a smile. Thomas
walked over to the table and drew out a chair. Once sat
down, he rested his head in his hands, elbows on the table,
staring down at the polished wood.

“Thomas?”
Eventually, Thomas looked up at Mark and, so quietly

that it could have been mistaken for the sound of the baby
breathing, he murmured, “Where’s mum?”

Mark stopped rocking the baby. “In the kitchen. Are you
okay?”

The question hung in the air. Mark patiently waited – he
could hear the seconds ticking – before Thomas’ face
crumpled into tears and he shook his head.

“Tom…”Mark felt helpless as he watched his nephew try
to dry his eyes. “What happened?”

It took a little while for Thomas to answer. “I don’t
know… I just- I can’t do this anymore.”

Shifting the baby in his arms, Mark’s eyes flickered down
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to the child briefly, making sure she was still asleep. He then
looked back up.

“What do you mean by that, Tom?What can’t you do?”
Thomas sniffed, then rubbed his dripping nose with his

sleeve. Mark moved to offer him a tissue but stopped when
Thomas started speaking again.

“I don’t want to get out of bed in the morning.
Everything I do is pointless. Everything I do at school, at
home, everything.” His face was screwed up tightly. “I’m
scared to go out the house. I don’t think I can make myself.”

Mark looked to the hall, wondering when Claire would
come back in. “Have you told your mother this?”

Tom shook his head.
“Why not?”
“She’d be worried.”
“Don’t you think she’d be more upset if she finds out

you’ve been feeling like this and didn’t tell her?”
Thomas rested his head back in his hands, clutching at

his dark hair which had that matte-shine of being un‐
washed. “I don’t even know what’s going on.”

Mark was silent, all the while staring at Thomas. He’d
seen other young people in a similar state in his line of
work.

“How long have you felt like this?” Mark asked with a
voice as gentle as his hands holding the baby.

Thomas shrugged. “I’ve felt like this for ages, but for
some reason, today, it’s gotten so much worse.”

He’d hit breaking point; Mark could see that. It was in
Thomas’ whole appearance, his dress and hair, how he
spoke and the way his back slouched over. Mark’s heart
reached out to his nephew. He was about to speak some
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words of comfort when Claire came back in, a mug in either
hand. She paused when she saw Thomas try to hide his
tears.

“What’s wrong, Tom?” Her eyes looked to Mark, brim‐
ming with questions. Thomas broke down into full sobs and
his mother set the drinks down before drawing her son into
her arms and tenderly rubbing his back.

“What’s wrong, huh? You’re going to be late for school.”
Mark grimaced, wanting to express that school shouldn’t

be the main concern. He wondered if Claire was seeing the
same view he was, whether she understood the implications
of Thomas’ state.

“Mum,” Thomas croaked, “I think there’s something
wrong with me.”

“Don’t be silly,” she replied sweetly, but Thomas only
shook his head.

“I think I need help.”
Mark felt that now was the time to cut in. Claire contin‐

ued to hug her son but looked once again to her brother
with a questioning frown on her face. First taking a hesitant
breath, he said, “Claire, I think what Tom means is that he’s
concerned about his mental state. I’ve seen people like this
before, it’s not uncommon.”

Claire took a moment, her eyes still scrutinizing Mark
with the need to know, but, finally, she nodded her head.

“Right, you mean like depression…?”
Mark looked back at his nephew. “I’m not sure, he just

told me that he’s not feeling too good. It wouldn’t be right to
jump to conclusions.” Despite saying this, Mark had a pretty
good sense that Thomas was dealing with either depression
or anxiety, or even both.
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Tom had grown quiet and Claire’s hand, that had been
rubbing his back, became still. There was a moment in
which Mark felt as if the air around them had become stag‐
nant when a shrill cry interrupted the atmosphere. All three
of them, even Thomas, looked down at the baby.

“Oh dear…” Mark looked to Claire, not knowing what to
do. He usually dealt with teenagers in his job, not young in‐
fants. It turned out that Claire was right.

“She probably woke up and wants her feed,” Claire
muttered. “Wait a moment, I’ll get a bottle.” That said, she
stood up and walked out of the room. Thomas continued to
watch the baby as she wailed in Mark’s arms.

“Shh, shh,” Mark tried, “What have you got to worry
about?”

Thomas slowly reached a hand across the table and let
the baby grab on to his index finger. The child stopped cry‐
ing and looked at him with curious eyes.

“If she had any idea about the real world,” Thomas said,
“I don’t think she’d ever stop crying.”

“Thomas… Look at me, Thomas,” Mark said, “In the
eyes.” He waited until Thomas had looked up before con‐
tinuing. “I cannot emphasise enough, that you’re not alone
in this, and you can get help. I’m so proud of you for reach‐
ing out – this is only the start of you getting better. This,
how you’re feeling, it’s only the beginning. But I promise
you, better days begin from here.”

Thomas looked into Mark’s eyes for a moment more,
then his gaze slowly lowered. He nodded his head, slow, but
accepting, and settled back into the chair in which he was
seated.



Flickering

behind the eyelids,

He’s seeing things

again.

Tea-light

flames under skin canvas,

Touching lights

burns.

Sea-foam,

neurosis.

Beginnings

Luke Mitchell
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two bogmen

Fien Barnett-Neefs

soil after rain leaves clots in the earth.

if I slip my hands under its mantle

cold trophies wait

like men, humming under moss

that seals peat.

this not-water, not-land is sacred,

each ending and beginning found

in rings, breathing

with beets and onions.

spring in the three lands

and your burial feeds us, stacked

on the moors



where he cut slabs, when he saw you

hand on arm

there were four pulses. two dead, one dormant.

the peat-cutter's spade breaks the couple's tomb.

earth rolls

the beets between her fingers, fat auguries for

life, again.

the ground is sweet

and springtime breathes. watch

the soil bubble.

past and future mingle in these trophies; I will

rinse them well.
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What is it like to fall?
In short, cold and warm and cold again. Ima‐

gine a pebble nestled in the nook of a slingshot,
elastic bands overstretched. Imagine the fingers letting go.
The whistle of mass through air, a trajectory that expires too
fast. Picture a bullet entering flesh between the weakness of
the ribcage, and reemerging with zealous gasps for air, re‐
birthed from skin into an explosion of blood. Humans in‐
vented metaphors to make sense of the incomprehensible.
Of things which exceed.Most of the time, their rhetorics are
frivolous. Sometimes, they are the only things that make
sense.

The last memory I have is of crashing. Or maybe that is
the first thing. I don’t know. Point at a loop and tell me
where it begins. I fell like sand in an hourglass, falling

to fall.

Allan Yeung



through a funnel, falling from top to bottom, lulled into a
false sense of direction before the glass is turned and the sky
is suddenly the gulf and the ocean waves become clouds and
I am falling, tumbling, plummeting again. The great winds
buffeted me, ripping feathers from skin and encouraging
molted shreds of clothes to catch fire. I was gravity’s helpless
subject.

Heaven was cold. It was not chilling, but it was the type
of cold that ached. Imagine rain in the winter. Imagine
numb fingertips. Human beings have always pictured angels
to radiate warmth, to be light incarnate, but their under‐
standing has always been amusingly, almost endearingly,
limited. In human terms, angels are closer to machinery.
They are created to serve a sole function, and as empirical
beings, they require empirical homes. Light, sleek and pure
and cold, was the only thing there was. It filled Heaven like
water poured into a jug to settle into the cold, cold silence as
frost would on dark hair. In scientific terms, light gives off
heat, but of course, science is just another tool for humans
to understand things which are beyond understanding. It is
the same language as metaphors. As I have understood it
since the beginning of my existence, light is cold.

You wonder why I mention Heaven when I am answer‐
ing a question about my fall. That’s because the fall started
with a breath. The rush of warm air into the lungs, the
bloodrush to the brain. My first breath in the atmosphere
marked my departure from the realm above. Heaven was
cold with stagnant atoms; one moment I was still and the
next I was tumbling through the air with the force and tran‐
sience of a shooting star. Humans got every thing wrong but
one: falling from Heaven hurts.

16
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Falling is like life. Confusing, directionless, stumbling
and tumbling through the air and clawing for anchors that
don’t exist. It is rebirth. It’s praying for ground under your
feet but feeling your heart lurch forward when you see the
ground approaching you. Falling is freedom and vertigo, is
the infinite spinning of sky and earth and up and down
while fire grips your body and becomes your agonising
second skin. Falling is the death of your purpose and your
past. It is purification. It is the muse to Purgatory.

(Most angels are depicted with their backs to the ocean
and their eyes cast upwards as they fall. When I fell, I must
have hit something, a cloud, a dream, on the way down, be‐
cause I spun like an uncontrollable rotor blade all the way
from the sky to the ocean surface and for the next century
all I knew was nausea and whiplash.)

I fell from the top of the universe to the bottom. Some‐
time between that, as I became a burning asteroid and my
wings were swallowed up by tongues of fire and atmo‐
spheric pressure threatened to compress me into two-di‐
mensional space, I passed through the centre of the
universe. There, for the fraction of a sliver of a second, I
stopped spinning. Time stopped. As I managed one small in‐
hale in my foggy state of consciousness (and the notion of
consciousness had still been such a new and quaint thing,
but it had been so deeply, gravely heavy) I saw the sun, cut in
half by the horizon. It was neither dusk nor dawn, but at
once it could have been both. My up could have been its
down, or its up too. It could have been falling, but rising re‐
lative to me, but the opposite could also have been true. It
existed in a state of paradox, of cosmic clarity. It did not
need to define itself as dusk or dawn. In that moment, when



I held my breath alongside the universe to determine the
direction of a sun which itself was unbothered by its traject‐
ory; nothing rose and nothing set. I had fallen into a va‐
cuum. There was no time nor sound. Just me, enveloped in
warm sunlight, while the sun coaxed gentle colours of
purples and pinks and oranges out of the cloudless sky in a
moment of ephemeral twilight that was purely mine.

A halo hung around the sun, at the centre of the uni‐
verse, an empirical product of reflection and refraction, coil‐
ing around itself in an infinite loop of colours which bled
into colours which bled into light. Perfectly formed. The
most beautiful thing in the cosmos.

(Millenia later, I wonder: could that have been my halo?)
And then I exhaled. And air doubled back before attack‐

ing again, pouncing into my eyes and tearing into my skin
with renewed zeal and sharpened claws. I was spinning
again, and the sun vanished, and its brilliant colours are
gone, overthrown by the blood red hues of sunset before
night, the second usurper, swallowed the sky whole. One
moment I had been flailing through the clouds as my wings
gave up their feathers to the fire and stratosphere, and the
next, the stars were distant pinholes in the infinite darkness
that stretched before me and I was tumbling down like an
unstoppable asteroid, like fire incarnate. The ground I
thought was the ground was not actually that, but an ocean
with endless depth stretching downwards like an axis in
which the astronomical height I had already fallen through
was reflected. Infinity doubled. Every wave crescent looked
like a fang.

I was falling and falling and falling, and then I hit the
ocean surface, and every atom in my being split apart in a

18
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lightning bolt of pain. Surface tension is easy enough to un‐
derstand: fall from a great enough height, and the water sur‐
face will feel like concrete when you hit it. Try to fall from
Heaven and hit the Atlantic Ocean. Try, at least, to imagine
the pain of having every bone split open like brittle walnut
shells at the point of impact. Whatever moment of peace I
managed to steal as I passed through the centre of the uni‐
verse was returned in kind as my body crashed through the
black ocean waves and plunged into impossibly cold waters.
It was the type of cold that was so irrational to the body, it
could only register as pain. Deep, biting, needle-like pain
that stung right down to the centre of every bone. I thought
the fire was bad. This was undoubtedly worse.

Devoured by darkness, I sank (although that is arguably
just another name for falling. I don’t think I ever stopped
falling). As I did, the ends of my wings gave themselves up
to the waters around me as dust and ashes, unable to retain
their shapes after perpetual torment fromHeaven to here. A
cloud of cinders surrounded me. I had drowned and suffoc‐
ated all at once, as if two pairs of hands were wrapped
aroundmy neck.My lungs, only moments old, died in a bril‐
liant burst of pain. I sank, I fell (does it really matter? I was
destroyed all the same) until I hit the ocean bed. Absolute
bottom. Absolute darkness.

There, at the bottom of the universe, my pulverised,
new-born being began to weep, raw and wounded like torn
sails, singed like white coals wheezing in the flame. And it
was at that point when I realised that I had fallen fully, had
been entirely reinvented, reborn. Angels, by design, could
not cry.

You see, they lacked tear ducts.



- Wherefore dost thou gast of me? Death did ask.

-Wh’re thou will, veil of gloom followeth. Colour draineth,
sounds beeth still. All beest gone. Nothing’s left f’r none of
us. Fear did reply.

- But thou art wrong. I take what beeth due, and I lead
quaint Lady Beginning by the palm. We two are Balance.

- Aye, as my companion Couráge and I are. But I cannot not
fear thee, dearest Death, for ‘tis my nature so. And thou, like
the Scorpion, art doomed to sting.

- Truth thou speakest. So must I fulfill my vexing duties…
Beginning’s time draweth. ‘Tis best we yield the floor.

And so Death and Fear leave the stage. Lady Beginning hath
ascended upon the throne, bringing young breath to the
chilléd Kingdom. The Newest year is to start with grace.

A Conversation

Between Death and Fear

Anna Shirshova
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Heartbreak crawls through the humid summer sky on all
fours

old beginnings end and new begin

whistling with the tender tide

a postman’s love and a daughter’s sin

grows dormant and ready to hide

old beginnings end and new begin

forever

mild heartbreak sings a summer’s tune

as your love slowly winds away from you

and the cracks in your head bold as tarmac

if tarmac could breathe the same sentences

blue

Adam Stanley
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as dull as the air’s thick vapour

as shiftless as the ground

your heart is stolen from me

and i don’t make a sound

22
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The Tube is freezing. No, the Tube is not freezing, it
can’t be freezing.It must be her who is freezing.
Nobody looks at her, nobody sees her- naturally, she

has chosen a pair of simple jeans and the pink top that still
has that oil spot on the left but she has covered it with the
leather jacket. It will be ok.

Piccadilly line, 8 p.m., to CanaryWharf, on the route that used

to be towards work. I am feeling fine. She is feeling fine, despite

the fact that she is bending on her seat as if she was about to col‐

lapse. Scrolls a Cosmopolitan: apparently pink eyeshadow is back

to fashion. Good to know.

Piccadilly line, then Jubilee line, 8 a.m., carrying her suit‐
case in the most professional way she can think of. In her
newfound job what strikes her the most is how vast and
empty the offices are. She always thought wealth bought

Every Beginning Requires an End

Francesca Parrotta
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things, material things, like cars and buildings and jewels
but now she is starting to change her mind, wandering
through those rooms made only of walls and ceilings and
lamps on the ceilings and one rectangular desk in the
middle, the receptionist tweets good morning and welcome,
gives you a bottle of water, smiles at you so deeply it cannot
be but fake but also so deeply she wonders how it can be
fake. Now she knows, wealth does not buy things, it buys
space. Space to build, to grow, to breathe.

Jubilee line, 8.20 p.m. she can breathe despite everything
and she must be proud of it, she can walk up the stairs and
she can find her way to the park. Appreciate the small acts.
Reward yourself. The winter lights shine as usual in Janu‐
ary, she notices with a sigh of relief.

In those days—the days of light, she calls them ironically, the

weak self-blaming irony that seems to have become her most dis‐

tinctive personality trait—in those days she stays up at work till

late, on the glass the reflection of neon mixes with the ones of her

laptop and her whiteboard. Because yes, she has got her lovely pro‐

fessional whiteboard with those markers she has always loved

since high school. Every time she writes a presentation as if in a

lecture she gets the feeling this can’t be true this can’t be real.

She must be dreaming, the more she walks around the
more she starts questioning reality, she must be blinded by
the light, everyone there floats in someone else’s vision, oth‐
erwise how can there be a blue cavern with bodies wander‐
ing through it and how can there be a cage of red lights and
how can she be bending again? In front of her a whiteboard
filled with a projection of colours, lines, shaping something
that seems to be an animal, a flower, or maybe some primit‐
ive form of life way before humans were born on earth.
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Or she might just be tired, always setting the alarm at 5.

7 a.m. route to work, her eyeshadow today is pink because she

is feeling daring and every colleague appreciates the touch, every

colleague finds it a bit weird actually but she always works up till

late so it is ok, during lunch break even her boss tastes her avocado

salad and says it is “honestly delicious” (it is important to take

time for yourself and enjoy the small things). She even gets invited

to a meditation session, apparently an unusual reward for

someone who has just got there. You must be proud of yourself,

you must keep working hard.

“Hey, madam you must not come that close to the light,”
says someone and she steps back because she agrees thor‐
oughly. The Sun melts the wings of the Icaruses flying next
to it, she has always known. Nevertheless she cannot detach
herself from the various shapes and shades of the illumina‐
tions, a silent witness to the blossoming of the light bulbs.
The neon spreading itself in the air, the lamps laid on the
branches of a tree as if neon and wood were about to melt.
There it stands, one mixed creature both artificial and nat‐
ural, proving with its beauty how the existing reality can be
reconciled with the invented one. And the colours, oh, the
colours.

No. You. Must. Focus. Finish today’s report.

Some children are throwing plastic balls over a pool re‐
flecting blue and yellow radiations. Someone tells them to
stop. But why should they stop? She approaches and shyly
throws one of the balls too. Unfortunately, it misses the wa‐
ter and gets lost in one of the surrounding bushes.

She is the first one to talk at the seminar about burnout, high‐

lighting how self-care and self-love are pivotal to leading a suc‐

cessful happy life, behind her the presentation she has been
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working on for days. 20 lovely slides with techniques to minimise

stress and optimise productivity. For example, my dear colleagues,

for a moment take a break from all your files and look out of the

window, admire the breathtaking view we are so privileged to

have, out of the 30th floor, consider how minuscule we human be‐

ings seem at this height, and how insignificant our problems, but

then that night in her brand-new office she cannot see human be‐

ings from that height because of the fog. Drizzle and wind beat on

the wide glass window and a grey blanket impedes her from un‐

derstanding what time is it, where she is, what is she doing there.

Why has she decided to return to there after all, why has
she merged herself with thousands of people and exposed
her body to the cold January air?

This is the last day of the festival, some part of her mind
chants endlessly. Ignore the tiredness in your legs, it doesn’t
matter that your jacket has just broke and that oil stain, now
as big as an apple, is clearly visible to everyone.

This is the last day of the festival. This is not the last day
she’s going to feel that weight on her chest and that tremor
and that looming sensation of catastrophe. She knows; she
is used to it, but then the sculptures appear, the illumina‐
tion, the neon tubes, and they emerge as lighthouses in that
dim sea of mist: and one more time she is saved. Maybe
she’ll be back in her office, back to her job, granted permis‐
sion to remain in that magical kingdom where everyone
gets metres and metres and metres cubed to breathe. And
the flower shop at the entrance! She has just remembered.

She has always loved that quiet little spot. EveryMonday
she bought a bouquet of orchids, to wish herself good luck
for the upcoming week.
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System not responding. Page not found. 404. I repeat: 404. Have

you noticed planes usually know when they’re about to crash, and

cars hardly ever?

Opening her eyes, again, on the stainless beige carpet, on
the fake plastic grass, near the cocktail stand, near a neon
Christmas tree, colleagues eye her worriedly and with a hid‐
den grin of satisfaction, strangers surround her with a mix‐
ture of pity and concern, and someone raises her up,
someone offers a jacket, someone else a cup of tea. There
she is: cared and loved again.

This never happened, of course—she was always too
careful to faint—but she sometimes wishes it had happened.
It would have made things much clearer. The human mind,
she has begun to understand, is easily blinded by the lights,
ready to be deceived. Think of the train ticket, her friend
once said.

The story of the train ticket? I’ll tell you, it’s amazing, very

symbolic, very meaningful.If I want to go to London and I buy a

ticket, a really expensive one, and then my best friend offers me a

lift, what should I do? You’d say, well, take the train because

you’ve already paid for that and don’t want to waste your money.

But here’s the trick: I already paid for that, it is a past action. It

cannot be changed. What I can change is my present decision and

how dull would it be to give up on an easy ride just because I

already spent a lot on the hard one?

The Winter Lights Festival at Canary Wharf. Now that
she thinks about it, she has never really been there, even if
she was there the whole time. She never took some time off
her files and stopped to admire that golden shapeless sculp‐
ture in the middle of the park. The glow of colours wanders
on the grass, evanescent and insignificant, yet their move‐
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ments are somehow relieving, she cannot tell why. The
whole park is filled with the usual London crowd she used
to hate. The truth is, she is kind of glad to be surrounded by
hundreds of people. When she still worked, there was al‐
ways space, everywhere, too much space, almost as if she
was on another planet. Now she’s back to Earth. Under the
city lights, walking in the winter fog, she’s thinking about
how much she missed this.
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beginning to an end but depends

on how you see it (wheezing)

James Searle

lips clasp mouthpiece of asthma inhaler

with indignation. Automatic: the thought that

crawls across, in and about

depreciated mass; whence do you come,

little permanent bar from entry to the military?

runners' discontent; or slow runner,

fast walker, or avid consumer of Walkers crisps?

that which is only fine in Brecon

or Tasmania, or severest unconsciousness.

…what unnecessary death!

can’t we spare the OK ones?

measure quality for formation?

that’s already a thing save death.

bunch of aphids.

then the obstetric service’d be nastiness.
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sss’alright!

bloody good job, sir! Bloody well done!
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Oh sweet child, foetal again in blackness; your mouth
clogged with soil and eyes veiled as though by the
gauze of insect wings. They set a sword in your

hand and told you to feed it blood, didn’t they? The steel
wolf sprung to life only when it tasted death; this god was
hungrier than I. With my humble idols hewn from oak and
birch, and my harvest sacrifices, my solstice rituals... per‐
haps I demanded too little of you. Left to your own devices,
tricksters dreamt up divine conspiracies to lure you to early
graves. I would have kept you safe in the womb of the forest,
had you but settled with peace. With birdsong, tending
crops; simple lives untouched by valour, but unspoilt by tor‐
ment. But the song of steel offered no respite. Your fingers
clenched around imaginary throats in your sleep.

The Sunken Road

Sofie Kitts
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Your foray into blood-wreathed anarchy woke the beast,
and the blade howled in pursuit of shattered bones and dy‐
ing screams. Steel wed flesh, corpses kissed the earth and
melted into the ground. The rain made love to their rotting
limbs, washing away all horror, all humanity.

The god they ordered you to serve was no kin of mine.
Spraying the fields with gore wins no favour with the celes‐
tial halls, nor shall your battle-gorged feats award you a
throne amongst the worms. What deceivers were they to
promise you women long after you fell dead, and what a fool
you were to believe. You left the warmth of your wife’s skin,
the smell of your daughter’s hair, for the promise of a
ghostly breast clad in spectral armour. No valkyries descend
from the sky on starry wings for your passing. The ground
shall absorb you; it shall become your mother in death. Sub‐
merged once more in shadow, and powerless to prevent
your childrenmarching to war, you shall rue the day you left
the gods of harmony for those of steel and disarray. You
shall wish, with every bone you left behind on that barren
field, that you had never spurned the quiet tedium of my
mercy.
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Held by your father

First me then you

He is shaking

Part of himself is ready

I can’t capture it properly

Zooming in on your mother’s face

Completely overwhelmed

The warm glue of love without end

Although I can’t know it

I can see that’s what it is

Hospital gowns and nervous euphoria

Crumpled clothes and no quiet

It is the moment an hour after

In a clean room full of cold coffee

Just before everyone else gets to see her

Neither mum nor dad can control their faces

Your mother’s holding me now and

Dad is cradling you in very weak arms

That are doing their very best

Not knowing you’re the focal point

Making everyone’s eyes itch

hello_rosie.wmv

Sam Huddlestone
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(Apart from mine, of course)

Wrapped in blankets and sleep

Welcoming whispered prods

There were other machines there, too

Mother turns me on herself and says:

‘Hi Rosie, we all love you very much.’

She says more words but I’m soon to be rightly stopped.
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Heat suspends itself in the air beneath the wooden
roof, lounging about and radiating a musky stench.
Exhausted by the lethargic humidity, Angela sighs.

She continues to swirl her crinkled hair between her fingers
as the unfinished embroidery on her lap lies dormant. For
what seems like ages, the colours stare blankly at her.
Empty, and so excruciatingly bored. A patch of yellow-or‐
ange light on the flooring lures Angela’s gaze to her favorite
window, always generous with the view of the garden. The
sunlight on the other side of these walls would feel so fierce
and lively on her skin. How different it must be from the
dingey milieu of the world inside the room and inside of
her; both writhing in irritation. She’s lost in the possibilities
of freedom. She can hear it. The beckoning howl of a new
beginning.

She lifts herself from her seat, tender with mortality.

Overgrowth

Alexandra Gilbert
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“Oh no, you don’t.” Mother’s objection attempts to break
Angela’s determination.

“You know full well that you aren’t allowed outside.
Those were the doctor’s orders, dear.” Mother doesn’t even
look up from her needlework. How ironic are Mother’s soft
and insincere words. Angela’s festering disdain for this
house arrest oozes to the surface. “I shan’t be gone for long,
mother, just a simple walk outside for some air.”

Mother’s needlework becomes rapid, loud and disap‐
proving. But underlying Mother’s harsh exterior is an un‐
deniable concern, and her precautions turn to leniency as
she remembers her own carefree adolescence. Her gut pangs
with guilt for her daughter’s unusual predicament. “To the
edge of the lawn and no further. Before it gets dark, you’d
better be back inside, lest you find yourself being rapped
over the knuckles.” Mother’s needle punctures her pillow,
her judgement is threaded into the pattern as shades of red
and orange. A final warning is issued, thimble in hand: “You
know how your father gets.” Angela’s father. The man that
bequeathed life unto her but is also the empty shell of a man
she didn’t wish to know. She winces in memory of what he
has done. The fresh, deep scars on her back and on her
chastity itch at the very thought of him. And so, hormonal
anarchy ensues. In all defiance, Angela marches towards the
door. Towards deliverance.

The door creaks open, and the chirping of cicadas flushes
through the room. Angela wafts across the lawn, feeling the
fresh air appease her restlessness. Soon, exhaustion takes
hold and she decides to recover in the shade of the trees, the
likes of which shrink every year with her father’s love for
contrived gardens and bare grass. She’s grateful for the blis‐
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tering summer heat that keeps Father's woodcutters from
their merciless chopping. Thoughts of the vile men leave
her when she crosses the meticulous line of the family lawn
into a wave of fresh, lush moisture. Her foot is immediately
absorbed by the spongy forest floor. Warm. Comforting.
She finds herself lost in the sounds of sentience and the
dewy mystery of the path ahead.

Relief leads her further into the woods until chills shiver
down her spine. A sensation. No, an invitation. She feels
compelled to scour the ground as if a forest-nymph has pos‐
sessed her very mind. She falls to her knees and grabs the
soil. Her heart is in time with the pulsating life that teems
beneath her palms. It’s a real mysterious magic swirling in
the deep corners of her consciousness. It’s enigmatic in
nature, crawling, menacing perhaps? She can’t be sure. It’s
almost as if there are invisible fingers, shapeless, yet tan‐
gible, lurking in the shadows cast by the ancient trees. They
grip her, gently, slowly, caressing the pale softness of her pa‐
per-thin skin. Soothing, the shadow-vines tingle as they
climb upwards, moulded by the shape of her body as they
come to reach her face. A tender embrace from the shadow-
vines turns more forceful. Look at the soil that you so recklessly
grab. The deep whisper startles her. It resonates with her
flesh and bone, body and soul. The shadow-vines ebb away
through the fallen vegetation. She looks down into the soil,
the trees watching her intently.

This is where the beast lies. A beast of curiosity.

Her skin is overrun with terrified hairs, dazzled by this
omnipresence. Before her mind can retreat to logic, the
voice returns. Now forage! The command shouts. Obedi‐
ently, she begins her search for whatever it is the forest spir‐
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its seem to desire. In a haze, her hands shuffle through the
undergrowth, her fingers growing accustomed to the chilled
earth.

Crackle.
A noise. Frozen, she waits, fingers buried. Immovable

and almost breathless, she exudes beady sweat from her
pores, pupils dilated, blood pumping. Her ears are pinned to
the sounds around her. A low vibration reverberates
through her. Growling. Desperately, she tries to free herself
from the soil’s clutches. She can’t. Her fingers - they’re
lodged. She musters all her strength to rip her left hand
from the earth, leaning on her right hand to secure herself.
Her adrenaline is channeled into the primary goal of escape.
Heave! Her hand is violently released, the other still rooted.
She blinks, shaking her head in utter disbelief. She sees her
brown, root-like fingers covered in a bark-like substance.
Tears well up in the face of incomprehensible absurdity. Her
scrutiny of this situation must wait. The growling becomes
louder. Hungry, it devours the peace that once surrounded
her. She looks down, the bark is spreading quickly from her
hands, dispersing to the rest of her body. Her heartbeat
protests wildly, bewitched by fear. Louder. Louder. Louder.

Her eyes are darting, frenzied, searching for anything,
anyone. She spots a silhouette. A man. Sitting; distant, but
present. She screeches, “HELP!” only to hear the woods
rustle as he shifts his attention. He approaches. As he gets
closer, she’s crazed. Hallucinations can be the only explana‐
tion for the sight of horns impaling the air, stemming from
his head. As if she’s trapped in a nightmare, he morphs into
something awful, revealing his massive torso, arms and fin‐
gers. But they are not fingers. They are misshapen, curled
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into wooden scythes. His body is infected with moss and
lichen. She is no longer tethered to reality, only to the terror
of the forest-demon before her. She’s breathing so erratic‐
ally, she’s shaking so furiously, panicked and paralysed. He
towers over her. With a small movement of his head, the
forest-demon peers down into her realm of hairless human
creatures. She meets his eyes. They are so cold and feral and
the brightest most eerie green she could ever imagine. The
sinister electricity they share between them is imperishable.
Unbreakable. Wretched. He lowers himself to her level,
sinking his claws into the flesh of the ground. The cicadas
are speechless. The forest is pious. All she can hear is his
breathing. All she can feel is his ubiquity.

With his blood-curdling roar, her body is renounced and
bound to the overgrowth near her previous existence. Con‐
sumed by the deluge of bark, she stares vacantly into the
forest, motionless but alive, never to truly live again. Leaves
swish in prayer, the forest-demon rises. How foolish these
creatures are for underestimating his power over the trees
they murder so carelessly. Soon, this little pale one will join
him as one of his kind, free to ravage the tree-killers
through an incarnation relieved of weakness and dominated
by fiendish wisdom. The humans, in their wrath towards all
things natural, have awoken the spirits.

A fortnight passes and Angela returns to her moon-
struck home led by the last remnants of her human instincts.
She walks through the door with proud dominance, in slow,
heavy strides, paying no homage to the structural integrity
of the house. She manifests at the top of the stairs, horns-
first, waking the man sprawled on his bed. Retribution
reigns here, as she relishes her reunion with Father by pier‐
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cing her ligneous claws through his entrails. Two savages
facing each other, one lifeless, one lacerated. Her work here
is done.

In the corner of the room, Mother is left untouched, to
enjoy her beloved shades of justice, the red and orange that
soak the walls. Angela glances at Mother and for a brief mo‐
ment and a deranged recognition contorts Mother’s face.
But before Mother can say anything, the call of Angela’s
forest companion forces a hasty goodbye. She sees herself
out in devastating enormity, cured of the illness that was her
father.

Her lungs expanded as she took in a whole new breath. A
sweet beginning, with sweet freedom at last.
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To Birmingham, my Dove

Catherine Yuefang Tang

In my first year at Writers’ Society, people talked about
Unislam.

At our Open Mic, Issy spread her arms like this and she
said:

BREATHE

She said it so many times that I, sitting at the first row of
the audience,

I STARTED TO CRY. She was wearing shiny white and I
started to cry.

Her voice glows like feathers lifting up the light and I
started to cry.

One day, I swear, I will breathe like that.

I will spread my arms and fly wherever warm and sharp
verses are.

I will go to Unislam and share with them the story of

Issy, of her breaking the chains, rejecting the labels and

declaring her every single victory in trimmed
yet raw words.

In my second year at Writers’ Society, I escorted the team.

They are Unislam.

We trained through the snow, along the barren rail
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We trained in the midnight garage, so we wouldn't wake up
the hostel.

I cheered for the team, too perfect for me to be a part of

Those five poets rehearsed and rehearsed, crescendoing at the
silent cars – GETMAD

GETMAD, Liv shouted her lines and I started to smile

GET MAD, Harry forgot his turn and I started to smile

Under the leadlight, for the panel, I went to sacrifice

The stage was temporarily mine and I smiled, that sufficed.

“Next year I’ll escort the team again,” I thought,

“At least in the hostel

Our laughter, and hopes towards the next sunrise

Do not distinguish great poets and me.”

I wished, in those sleepless roseate nights,

I’d never have to leave.

In my third year at Writers’ Society, I looked back on how I

Looked up to Issy when she BREATHED

Disqualified myself when the team GETMAD

Look, I might not be confident but I’m always brave

My Grandmama loves flowers and she has to hear my poem

I love my tie and Mum has to hear my poem

Further than the audition she has to hear my poem

I am Unislam.
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I love my team when we were kicked out of the study
room as we

NEITHER HERE NOR THERE

So we trained through flowers here, we trained under the
bridge

My voice blends in and stands out, NEITHER HERE NOR
THERE

This year,

We ourselves will lift up the light, in sleepless roseate
nights

NEITHER HERE NOR THERE,

We are Unislam.

Jasper came up with a line “To Birmingham, my Dove”

I smiled and started to cry.
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That was it. I was leaving. Leaving forever and never
coming back.

This was the place where I was born, where I had
grown up but where I had never belonged to. This land held
countless cherished memories: my first ride on a horse, my
first friends, my first funeral, my first love, my first wed‐
ding. It was all gone now, gone as swiftly as a dead leaf
whisked away by the howling wind.

As I stood on the shore, ready to sail away towards mys‐
terious lands, I spotted a family of doves flying away. They
are leaving like me, I thought. The coldest month had come
and all the birds were fleeing to warmer places. Snowflakes
were falling, covering this earth with a fluffy ivory blanket.
Strangely, my departure coincided with the start of a new
year, of a new decade. I closed my eyes and willed myself

FromOne Life to the Next

Vandarika Kolton
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back in time, one year ago. I was standing in a field of posies,
wearing a coat which matched the colour of the pearly
snow. All around me, people were crying with euphoria as
snowballs were thrown in every direction. I started running
blissfully towards Francis, who caught me in his arms. My
bright smile reflected his and I erupted in laughter, my heart
filled with eternal joy and blossoming love.

Suddenly, the racket caused by the black iron ship
brought me back to reality. I snapped my eyes open and
stared straight ahead at the horizon. Reality hit me like a
blow. I was leaving and never coming back. I climbed up the
steps which led onto the mighty ship and stopped near the
rail. The captain screamed orders and ran from one end of
the boat to the other. The horn sounded loudly, signalling
to all passengers that we were departing.

I turned around for one final glance towards the country
that had been like home to me.

“Goodbye, I think I shall never see you again”, I
whispered, stifling a sob. This was the end of an era and I
could do nothing about it, powerless in the eyes of destiny.
I was cold and alone, and most importantly, I was terribly
petrified of the life ahead of me. I knew that this huge un‐
known would haunt me always.

This was a new beginning, a new chapter in my life
which I seemed to have no control over. I was heading into
unfamiliar territory, towards unfamiliar faces, but some‐
where deep inside me a flicker of hope was giving me the
strength I needed to move on. Like an adventure ship, I was
sailing away with no clear direction but the determination
of reaching my destination. I had a country to rule, a people
to love and to lead, and my life to reconstruct.
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A week later, the traveling ship was arriving near the
shore on a clear and windy morning. The seagulls hovered
over our heads in circular motions; they were the first to
welcome us on this new land.We were all dispatched in five
barges, I was in the first one, leading the others towards the
threshold of our rebirth. The rocking waves and the howl‐
ing wind carried us swiftly towards the immense beach.

As I stepped onto the soft sand, I somehow felt at home.
Even though I had left this country when I was a child, I
could still feel its spirit inside me, welcoming me back and
drawing me with its invisible arms. Breathing in deeply and
driving my hands into the sand I felt as if I was naturally
merging with this place. Its magnetic energy flowed into
me, bringing me back to life, attracting me to this rising
dawn.

Once the ship had been unloaded and the horses saddled
up, we rode off towards the capital, Marylna. Our goal was
to reach the royal castle and announce my return as ruling
and rightful Queen of Ondalina. Over the next few days, we
journeyed at a fast pace while still admiring the beauty of the
new landscape unravelling before us. Forests and fields were
abundant and the villages we passed through rose up to
greet us. Several messengers had been dispatched from
across the country to announce my arrival. The people were
impatient and curious to see their long-awaited Queen as it
was a beginning for them too. I was finally witnessing the
local traditions my mother had read and told me about —
they looked both new and familiar. The bond I had sensed
with this country on my arrival was reinforced with every
day that I spent on this land, among these people.
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Ten days had gone by since we had set foot on the coast
of this unique land. The wind had died down to a light
breeze and the clouds were parting, revealing beams of sun‐
shine. It was a new day, in a new land.We were standing on
a snowy hill overlooking the capital. In the distance, I could
spot the stone towers of the castle and puffs of smoke com‐
ing out of the city chimneys. Yes, this was a strange place I
was only starting to recognise, yes, I had no one to confide
in here and yes, I would have to learn a lot to pave my way
through obstacles and conflicts which would surely arise.
Was I ready? Not really. Nonetheless, I had no choice but to
overcome these challenges and embrace this life now.

People say you should forget the past and not look back,
but I disagree. Our past makes us stronger and braver in the
face of the unknown future.We gain from our mistakes and
we draw from our experiences, both physically and emo‐
tionally, in order to start again. I knew I could not do this
alone, but for now I had to. You are not alone, I will always be
there with you, came a whisper so small I barely heard it.
Holding tightly onto it, I confidently prompted my mare
downhill, towards a new beginning.
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